
Product Profile

Active Ingredient
750g/kg Hexazinone

Pack Size  
10 kg 

GROUP C HERBICIDE  

Features

HexmacTM 750 is a high loaded hexazinone soluble granule formulation that gives 
long term weed control in Pinus radiata plantations and industrial situations.

HexmacTM 750 can be applied pre plant or post plant in Pinus Radiata 
plantations. Please read the label for directions.

HexmacTM 750 can also be used in industrial situations where bare ground is 
desirable such as infrastructure sites, rail track etc.

Features Benefits

High loading formulation Less volume vs liquid formulations

Convenient packaging No plastic drums compared to liquid formulations. 
HexmacTM 750 comes in an easy to handle 10 kg carton.

Flexibility in use HexmacTM 750 can be applied by aerial, ground or spot gun 
application.

DISCLAIMER: We make every reasonable attempt to ensure the accuracy of all statements made in this 
brochure. However, it is impossible to know the impact our products or the advice herein may have in your 
situation without first speaking with you in detail. The only way we can ensure that you receive the correct 
products and advice and the only way you can protect against unsuccessful and/or unwanted results is to 
speak to us in detail concerning your circumstances and requirements and follow the recommendations 
/ instructions which appear on all product labels. We must therefore disclaim any responsibility for all 
statements and advice contained herein as well as any actions you may take having read this brochure. 
Accordingly, we strongly recommend that you closely follow all label directions and speak with us before 
using any of our products or relying upon any of the advice herein.
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Where can I find 
out more?
For further information and advice, 
contact Macspred Australia:

Victoria
13 Kennedy’s Drive, Delacombe Vic 3356 
P.O. Box 321W Ballarat West, Vic 3350
Phone (03) 5335 8522  Fax (03) 5335 8622.
E-mail vic@macspred.com.au

Queensland / NSW / NT
C/- Bloomers Transport, 38 Colebard Street 
West, Acacia Ridge QLD 4110
PO Box 39, Archerfield QLD 4108
Phone (07) 3274 3443  Fax (07) 3274 3773 
E-mail qld@macspred.com.au

South Australia / Western Australia
7 Rosberg Road, Wingfield SA 5013
Phone (08) 8262 6944 Fax (08) 8262 6955
E-mail: sa@macspred.com.au

www.macspred.com.au


